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IM ENGLISH 

MAY 2014 SESSION 
EXAMINERS’ REPORT  

 
Overview 

 
This report provides feedback from the examiners on the positive aspects of candidates' efforts, 

as well as on those areas which require more care and attention. Conscious of the fact that the 
English Intermediate level exam is also attempted by a number of candidates whose main focus is not 
necessarily English, examiner feedback also highlights those aspects of language usage and 
language skills which are transferable to other contexts besides that of language learning and/or 
acquisition.  

 
GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total 
Number of Candidates  117 182 438 288 239 180 36 1480 
% of Total 7.91 12.30 29.59 19.46 16.15 12.16 2.43 100 

 
 
The trend this year indicates that a higher number of candidates fell into the C and D grade 

categories, rather than into the A and B categories, while a lower number of the candidates failed to 
reach the required level. One possible interpretation for these results may be that while an increasing 
number of candidates are managing to perform to an adequate level, less candidates are then able to 
fully exploit or engage with the language in such a way as to allow them to excel in their performance 
for the examination.  

 
Overall, the figures in the table above indicate a good performance by the majority of the 

candidates, and the following sections give a detailed account of examiners’ findings and feedback. 
 
 

Oral Paper 
 
Candidates were on the whole well prepared for their Oral Paper, and were generally familiar with 

the format of the exam. Some examiners have however noted that those candidates who are not 
familiar with the exam rubric and format were less able to focus on demonstrating their English 
speaking skills. It is therefore important that all candidates ensure that they are familiar with the Oral 
Paper format in order to then be able to concentrate on the details of the immediate tasks/discussion 
topics at hand. The Oral Paper rubric is available in the syllabus guidelines online.  

 
Those candidates presenting a good command of a range of the main language systems 

including clear diction, wide-ranging vocabulary and a balance of simple and complex structures 
coped well with their two tasks. Other candidates whose vocabulary or grammar structure knowledge 
was more limited but who still demonstrated a fair level of fluency with the language available to them 
were also able to perform relatively well.  

 
It is to be noted that there is a clear difference between those candidates who have plenty of 

opportunity to use English, and those who do not. Every effort should be made to allow for the 
development of both speaking and listening skills during exam preparation, particularly as the 
successful organisation of ideas, together with the recall of relevant language structures, are bound to 
reinforce these same skills during writing tasks, as well as speaking tasks.  
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Written Paper 
 
Section A – Language  
 
Essay  
 
General Comments 

 
A noted effort to produce grammatically accurate structures is to be commended. A healthy range 

of both simple and complex grammatical structures was evident with even the weakly performing 
candidates demonstrating some, if limited, control over at least the more basic structures. Spelling 
accuracy was less well controlled, with the usual list of simple errors (their/there; its/it’s; where/were, 
and so on) combining with other seemingly random errors (such as omitting the final ‘d’ in ‘and’) which 
suggest that candidates are more used to producing word processed essays with spell-check enabled 
to serve as a filter. While word processing and typing, as opposed to writing by hand, clearly have 
many advantages, candidates are reminded that both poor handwriting and poor spelling can make 
reading very difficult, if not occasionally impossible, for examiners to decipher. 

 
Vocabulary usage often seemed to display a disconcerting trend in over-reliance on formulaic 

language, including fixed expressions, idioms or popular collocations. While these can be useful, and 
often relevant to the task at hand, examiners noted that such formulaic language was sometimes 
relied upon to the extent that whole paragraphs were built up simply to house a memorized 
expression. Inevitably, this process often compromised the overall effectiveness and coherence of the 
entire essay. If, as happened in a number of cases, many of the expressions were then also 
inaccurately used ("in the blink of an eye", "in the split of a second", and so on), the result was then a 
piece of writing which risked being completely incoherent and incomprehensible. A heavy reliance on 
formulaic language or memorized chunks of language is not productive enough, and will only show 
evidence of memory work, not of language skills.  

 
Continuing with the issue of language skills, the examiners have also noted limitations in effective 

essay planning across the whole spectrum of the candidate cohort. While the stronger candidates 
were generally more able to show some evidence of textual organization, efficient essay planning 
remains problematic. Examples of such issues include lengthy or verbose introductions which do not 
indicate the outline of the essay, excessive use of rhetorical questions for no clear purpose, and 
uncontrolled word counts, either well below or well above the guidelines provided. Some candidates 
also invented a fictitious word count which had no relationship with even an average word count of the 
actual essay presented. This is not advisable for a number of reasons, not least, as the word limits 
have been included in order to guide the candidates during the essay planning stage.  

 
Clear essay planning remains a very weak point across the full spectrum of grades. The 

examiners cannot stress strongly enough how much the greater number of candidates would benefit 
from carefully planning their essays, particularly as this skill could also help present evidence of better 
cohesion and coherence both within and across sentences and paragraphs.  Essay planning need not 
be considered an incidental corollary to good writing, but on the contrary, it should be recognized as a 
focal point for helping candidates to develop good writing skills more generally. A well planned essay 
will demonstrate that a candidate has a degree of control over the language, and it can also help a 
candidate to exploit individual strengths or better control areas of weaker language usage.  
 
 
Essay title feedback 

 
a. Some candidates attempting this title produced some well-argued essays which presented relevant 

examples of reasons why one might be attracted to travel to far away countries. However, other 
candidates ignored elements of the title at several levels. Some of these just produced personal 
narrations of their own travels and others ignored the element of distance entirely, for example by 
describing visits to Sicily and Italy from Malta. Others also just listed things which one can do abroad. 
The stronger essays were often more comprehensive in answering this theme and attempted to 
engage more fully with the title.  
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b. This title produced some very relevant essays where concepts were appropriately presented, 
discussed, and well organised. The weaker essays lacked depth, and mainly just repeated a single 
view of the theme without clearly explaining the position taken. Some candidates had difficulty 
distinguishing between “parental” and “paternal”. Some introductions to this essay were largely out of 
point as they were either vague and non-committal or they focused at great depth on how one of the 
results of the industrial revolution and the Second World War was that women entered the work force. 
This would be considered an example of patchy essay planning, as of course the example raised 
could be considered relevant, but it would need to be carefully built into the argument being presented 
first. Candidates are reminded that a discursive essay needs to be engaged with by following a 
discursive framework, which, minimally, should include clear examples of arguments for the main 
issue raised in the title, together with opposing arguments, but also crucially including the individual 
viewpoint which itself needs to be grounded in the presented arguments. 
 

c. The report is a genre which candidates continue to have great difficulty with and very few candidates 
attempting this essay were able to write in an appropriate register or format for a report. The vast 
majority of candidates produced information which a mayor – or indeed any resident of the locality – 
would know only too well. The key guiding word here was “evaluating”, which the majority of 
candidates failed to take up. Some candidates simply wrote about the diverse places of entertainment 
and just added a few suggestions for improvement for good measure. Others were not able to 
distinguish what would be relevant to the remit of a Local Council as opposed to a private enterprise. 
As in previous years, the format and register chosen by a number of candidates are not always 
appropriate for a report.   
 

d. The short story produced some excellent essays. These were very well written, made creative use of 
the three elements, evoked atmosphere and stuck to a simple plot. The weaker essays, however, 
exhibited lack of planning in terms of word count, prolonged introductions with rushed conclusions 
and an inability to make use of all three elements as essential parts of their plot. 
 

e. This title could be considered an open one, allowing candidates to choose from among a number of 
approaches. Some of these essays were written as narratives and were generally satisfactory. Others 
relied heavily on material from lessons in Philosophy or Economics, while some candidates wrote a 
list of imagined potential technological developments. In all cases, those candidates who managed to 
pull their ideas together to form a coherent piece of writing fared well.  
 

f. The email was generally well written although a few candidates limited themselves to just describing 
places of interest in Malta and its geography. Again, the title offers clear guidelines on what was 
expected, but the central element of helping the friend plan their stay was occasionally ignored, and 
this made essay planning tricky, as many candidates could not move away from providing an 
extended list of places to visit, which was not the entire point of the essay title. 
 
Comprehension  

 
General Comments 

 
Overall, the text seems to have been well understood and engaged with, while some of the 

difficulties encountered by some candidates generally resulted from misunderstanding the question or 
being unable to keep answers to the point, which meant that many answers were incomplete or not 
detailed enough. A recommendation following this observation is that candidates focus on the key 
words in comprehension questions when trying to formulate their answers. Examiners highlight the 
concern here that although a comprehension passage tests understanding and, in fact, 
comprehension, here too, candidates need to demonstrate that they have grasped both the gist, as 
well as some of the detail of the passage, by using succinct, relevant and appropriate language in 
their answers. 

 
a. Candidates generally managed to infer the meanings of the given words but there were 

instances when the context was not taken into consideration. ‘Bemuse’ seemed difficult to 
define as certain candidates, having understood the element of surprise, failed to infer the 
negative connotation. Some candidates touched upon the meaning of ‘sporadic’ through 
biology but failed to give a complete definition. ‘Flouted’ was the most problematic term to 
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define. Many failed to put it in context and gave alternate synonyms that did not fit the sense 
found in the passage. ‘Unhindered’ and ‘vulnerable’ were by and large understood by all. 
 

b. Many candidates showed a general understanding of ‘jaywalking’ but were not quite 
exhaustive in their explanation of the term. They glossed over the ‘illegal’ aspect of the term 
and stopped at defining it as ‘careless walking’. Some others gave the historical context but 
failed to explain what it entails in the present.  

 
c. This question proved to be the most problematic to answer. Many candidates lifted sections 

from the text and did not successfully infer what the commercial motives behind the auto 
industry’s actions were. Marks were forfeited if candidates showed that they could not 
address the “why” part of the question. 

 
d. This was a straightforward question.  By and large candidates got this correct although some 

over-analyzed it and gave answers that were well beyond what the question asked for.  
 

e. Many of the responses stopped short of addressing the task adequately by focusing only on 
the non-American cities, describing in detail what happens there, but not actually drawing a 
comparison with the situation in America as the question required.  

 
f. The question specifically asked for a historical overview of how American cities have dealt 

with pedestrians and traffic from 1913 up to the present. Although a number of candidates 
obtained good marks because they successfully lifted the necessary information and 
presented it in a cohesive manner, others forfeited marks for the following shortcomings: 

- Giving a definition of ‘jaywalking’ when the question did not require it 
- Not including all of the key events but stopping short at events happening in the 1920s 
- At times failing to conclude by giving a picture of the present situation 
- Overgeneralising 
- Non-American cities featuring in the summary 
- Summary paragraph lacking structure without a topic sentence, concluding sentence or 

cohesive devices  
- Not always respecting the word limit and showing poor summative skills  
- Lifting directly from the passage without adequately acknowledging this. 
 

 
Section B – Literature 
 
The Heart of the Matter 
 
a. This proved to be a popular question and most of the candidates performed fairly well in answering 
it. In some cases, candidates limited their answer to a rather narrow discussion on the theme of 
loyalty and trust in the novel. Narrow discussions were generally limited to Scobie’s relationship with 
Louise and Helen in clearly divided two-part essays. More depth could have been given to certain 
points raised as, at times, the essay took on the structure of a list of instances in which loyalty and 
trust – or their lack– are evident. 
 
b. This was the least popular of the three questions on The Heart of the Matter. What most of the 
candidates said about Wilson was correct; however, there was an evident tendency to narrate rather 
than argue. Few of the answers suggested exploring Wilson’s role in the broader scheme of things or 
in relation to central themes/concerns in the novel. So while those who answered this question 
showed good knowledge of Wilson’s character, further depth and engagement with the character and 
the themes he brings to light would have been desirable.  
 
c. Most of the candidates attempting the Greene gobbet question contextualised the passage 
correctly. The candidates generally underscored Scobie’s efforts in keeping the relationship with 
Helen secret and, in this particular instant, also Wilson’s eagerness to expose Scobie’s wrong doing. 
Most candidates also mentioned the fact that Scobie is very conscious of his wrongdoing but did not 
always extend this to a study of his inner turmoil, or to the destructive powers of his dilemmas as 
indicated by a close reading of the passage. 
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Purple Hibiscus 
 
a.  Answers were generally disappointing as they tended to focus on the children’s rebellion either 

exclusively or in greater part.  
 

Very few of the candidates opted to limit the children’s rebellion to one part of the body of their essay 
and dedicate other paragraphs to discussing the theme of rebellion vis-a-vis the theme of religion, a 
male dominant society, government/ democracy/ dictatorship and family (beyond Eugene and his 
children). 

 
Those who mentioned other facets of rebellion present within the novel mostly added them towards 
the end of the essay without exploring the point as was necessary.  

 
b. The candidates who opted for this question tended to do reasonably well. The answers generally 
included three important concerns: the differences between Amaka and Kambili; the role nurture plays 
in shaping these characters as well as the changes the characters go through in the novel. Very few 
of the candidates attempting to address this question failed to touch upon these three important 
aspects. Some candidates, however, focused almost entirely on Amaka, giving little attention to 
Kambili. Others simply narrated up to the point where Kambili and Amaka become friends, 
disregarding the rest of the novel.  
 
c. The gobbet answers on Purple Hibiscus were generally very valid in two important aspects: they 
evidenced a sound knowledge of the text and offered a good analysis of this particular moment in the 
novel. A good number of answers were specifically concerned with the words said by the characters 
and the implications of their statements/questions. This was appreciated and acknowledged. 
 
What most of these answers lacked was an evident shift from the specificities of the set passage to 
beyond the novel as a whole. 

 
A Man for All Seasons 
 
a. The answers included a number of valid points but tended to lack a disciplined organisation of 
ideas, with paragraphs usually not clearly focused on a single issue or aspect of the discussion. Often 
this led to answers feeling more like a collation of ideas rather than well structured argumentative 
essays. Such answers were generally driven by a focus on character/s rather than, as the question 
more directly requests, discussions relating to survival in the political world, the use and abuse of 
systems, conviction and convenience or self-preservation and empathy or indifference towards 
others. 
 
b. This was the most popular question on the play. The answers suggested a good understanding of 
the role of the Common Man and included references to the character’s universal implications of 
corruption, disloyalty, cowardice, exploitation of others, self pity, weakness, and so on. Unfortunately, 
most candidates probably knew so much about the role of the Common Man that they were oblivious 
to the fact that the question asks about the Common Man in contrast to More. Very few actually 
addressed this requirement in the question and again tended to present a series of listed 
characteristics, rather than engaging more closely with the relationship suggested in the question. 
 
c. Most of the candidates attempting the gobbet answer on A Man for All Seasons answered it 
acceptably well. They not only contextualized the gobbet but wrote valid analyses of that moment in 
the play highlighting the state of mind and emotions of the characters concerned. The convention in 
answering gobbet questions is that candidates demonstrate both the ability to place, contextualise 
and discuss the given extract, but also, to move beyond it to a broader discussion of the extract’s 
relevance to the work at hand as a whole.  This aspect of answering a gobbet question was not as 
well tackled as it could have been.  It was also generally felt that Anne’s character could have been 
given more attention in the answers. 
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Atonement 
 
a. As with all questions that include ‘how far do you agree’, most of the candidates attempting this 
question did not engage in offering a suggestion as to how far they agree with the statement. Rather, 
the answers were generally organized in paragraphs focusing on a list of particular 
relationships/marriages in the text, underlining what is acceptable and not acceptable in these 
relationships. 
 
b. The essays were generally not argumentative texts. Most candidates wrote narrative answers 
picking on various instances in the novel involving Robbie. Few actually discussed, for example, 
Robbie’s role as one of the markers of social class in the novel; the role of Robbie in the novel even 
when he is not actually present; Robbie’s role as part of Briony’s atonement process or Robbie’s role 
as part of a discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of characters in the novel. 
 
Essentially, the efforts did not discuss ‘the role’ but were limited to recounting or narrating what 
Robbie does or does not do in the novel. 
 
c. Very few candidates attempted the gobbet question on Atonement. These candidates 
contextualised the set passage and generally tended to offer a good explanation of this moment in 
Briony’s life. The answers also drew interesting links to beyond the passage, clearly making reference 
to the contrast with Briony as a child and her effort to detach herself from her family. Few explored the 
important difference between the contents of the letters Briony sends home and the diary she keeps. 
 
 
 
Chairperson 
2014 Examination Panel 


